Adoptive immunotherapy of syngeneic murine leukemia is enhanced by the combination of recombinant IFN-gamma and a tumor-specific cytotoxic T cell clone.
Mice with an established syngeneic T cell tumor (RBL5) received short term adoptive chemoimmunotherapy with CTL clone 1.B6 and murine rIFN-gamma. In comparison with treatment with either agent alone, the combination of 1.B6 and rIFN-gamma was associated with a dramatic increase in long term survival. No direct effects of rIFN-gamma on tumor cell proliferation, MHC Ag expression, or susceptibility to CTL-mediated lysis could be demonstrated to explain the prolongation of survival. However, rIFN-gamma induced a distinct increase in broad-spectrum cytolytic capacity of peritoneal exudate cells and further increased class II MHC expression on peritoneal macrophages. The explanation for enhanced adoptive chemoimmunotherapy after combined short term administration of a CTL clone and rIFN-gamma is uncertain. Potential mechanisms include direct tumor lysis by activated cells, indirect tumor lysis via sensitization to other lymphokines or monokines, improved Ag-specific activation of transferred CTL clones, and/or more effective development of de novo host anti-tumor immunity.